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ABSTRACT

The relevance of classical models for quantum systems depends upon the use to which

they are put. In the modern context of quantum information processing, models must

scale with the number of qubits, and be dynamical. Thus, despite the fact that there is a

classical model for a single qubit, since it fails to scale, winning strategies in PQ PENNY

FLIP are quantum mechanical in exactly the way quantum algorithms are.
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Van Enk's observation that there are classical models for Q's strategy in PQ PENNY

FLIP [1] is, of course, correct; but this does not mean that \there is nothing quantum-

mechanical about that strategy" [2]. One might equally well say that there is nothing

classical about Picard's pure strategies since there are quantum models for ipping (or

not) a two-state system [3]. Clearly, the expansion of Q's pure strategy set [4] which

enables him to win every game can be realized in either a quantum or a classical system,

but to argue that \A single qubit is not a truly quantum system" because it can be \mocked

up by a classical hidden-variable model" [2] is, as Heisenberg put it, to \attempt to put

new wine into old bottles. Such attempts are always distressing, for they mislead us into

continually occupying ourselves with the inevitable cracks in the old bottles, instead of

rejoicing over the new wine." [5]

Nevertheless, since van Enk suggests that we should put PQ PENNY FLIP into an

old bottle, let us identify the cracks. Our present interest is less in ruling out classical

hidden-variables models for quantummechanics and more in demonstrating computational

advantages for quantum over classical systems. From this perspective models should be

dynamical, require only poly(log) precision speci�cation of operations [6], and most im-

portantly, scale up as the number of Hilbert space factors (e.g., qubits) increases. The

Deutsch-Jozsa [7], Simon [8] and Grover [9] algorithms, each of which is structured as a

PQ game [1], describe quantum computations for which any classical model|including

ones like those suggested by van Enk [10]|must scale badly: exponentially in the �rst two

cases and quadratically in the third. The old bottles can hold only a few drops of new

wine|any more leaks out through the cracks.

Although van Enk alludes to entanglement when he mentions the Bell inequalities [11],

in fact, entanglement of intermediate states is not even necessary for quantum algorithms

to outperform classical ones: Imagine Picard and Q playing a two qubit game initialized

at j00i, where Picard is constrained to make one of four moves|corresponding to the

possible maps f : Z2 ! Z2 via jx; yi ! jx; y � f(x)i for x; y 2 Z2, a basis for C 2, and

where � denotes addition mod 2. If Q's objective is to identify Picard's choice of function

as surjective or not at the end of the game, no classical strategy can ensure he wins more

than half the time. But the simple improvement [12] on the one bit Deutsch-Jozsa [7] and

Simon [8] algorithms consisting of Q �rst acting by H 
H�z and last by H 
 12 (where

H =
�
1

1

1

�1

�
=
p
2 is the Hadamard transform) guarantees a win with probability 1 since the

�rst qubit is j1i when Picard's choice is surjective and j0i otherwise. At no turn in the

game are the two qubits entangled; Q's strategy works by a clever interference of amplitudes

just as it does in PQ PENNY FLIP [1]. There the amplitudes for the computational paths

terminating at tails (T ) cancel independently of Picard's move: For example, suppose

Picard ips the penny on his turn. Then the four computational histories in the fH;Tg
basis are HHTT and HTHT , with cancelling amplitudes of �1=2 and 1=2, respectively,

and HHTH and HTHH, each with amplitude 1=2, reinforcing to give heads (H) with

probability 1 at the end of the game.

The relevance of classical models for quantum systems depends upon the use to which

they are put. In the modern context of quantum information processing, models must
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scale with the number of qubits, and be dynamical. Thus, despite the fact that there is a

classical model for a single qubit, it is most useful to consider the simple quantum strategy

illustrated in PQ PENNY FLIP [1] as quantum mechanical. Even a single drop holds the

taste of a new wine.
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